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Abstract—Mixers comprising series-connected distributed 

Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor tunnel junctions (SDJ) 

are analyzed. Compared to mixers consisting of parallel-

connected distributed junctions (PDJ), SDJ mixers offer wider 

instantaneous bandwidth and higher dynamic range as well as 

easier magnetic field tuning. However, SDJ mixers are more 

complex in operation and in design as well. The reason lies in the 

fact that the large-signal nonlinear equations containing 3N 

unknowns, with N the junction number, are difficult to be solved. 

We propose a fixed-point iterative method to solve the nonlinear 

equations. This method is verified to be effective and efficient and 

a case study is done to clarify the uniqueness of SDJ mixers in 

operation.  

 

Index Terms—Large signal problem, Fixed-point iteration, SIS 

mixer, Series-connected distributed junctions  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE quantum-limited noise performance of 

Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor (SIS) mixers 

makes them ideal for radio astronomical instrumentation. SIS 

mixer designs have been continuously improved to meet 

expanding observational requirements, including broader 

Intermediate Frequency (IF) band and higher dynamic range. 

The former opens the door for simultaneous observation of 

multiple molecular lines and at the same time improves the 

sensitivity of total power or continuum observation, while the 

latter enables high fidelity mapping by improving the accuracy 

of amplitude calibration [1]. It has been known that the IF 

bandwidth and dynamic range are respectively limited by the 

junction capacitance and the width of the photon step on the 

pumped IV curve. In order to exceed these limits, SIS mixers 

comprising series-connected junctions (SJ) are employed, 

which meet the requirements by reducing the overall 
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capacitance and broadening the photon steps [2]-[4]. In the 

early years of SIS mixer development, Feldman and Rudner 

proposed that the analysis of an SJ mixer could be simplified 

by treating it as a single junction [4]. This approach assumed 

that all of the junctions of the array are identical and therefore 

the current is in phase all along the SJ array. We refer it as a 

series-connected lumped junctions (SLJ).  For planar designs, 

locating all the SIS junctions within a short electrical-distance 

in the mixer layout approximately justifies the lumped 

approximation of the array [5], [6]. However, as frequency 

goes higher or the length of the interconnecting lines between 

junctions becomes long (intentionally or unintentionally), 

there would be significant amplitude and phase difference of 

LO voltage for different junctions in the array. In this case the 

lumped-element assumption becomes no longer valid and the 

junction array becomes a distributed one.  

If it is properly designed, a series-connected distributed 

junctions (SDJ), has all the merits a SJ should has [7]-[9]. The 

most difficult part in SDJ numerical modelling is the 

algorithm to solve the nonlinear large-signal equation. In the 

case of an SDJ mixer, standard Newton-Raphson Method is 

not applicable since the number of unknown variables can be 

quite large [9], [10]. In order to solve this problem and 

establish a complete numerical model for SDJ we have 

developed a fixed-point iteration in this work.  

II. LARGE-SIGNAL ANALYSIS 

The purpose of large-signal analysis is to determine the DC 

bias voltage and LO voltage for each junction by solving the 

T 

Fig. 1 RF circuit diagram of an SDJ mixer. The SIS junctions are connected 

through linear networks. Footnote i=1,2,3……N is the sequence number of 

repeating unit. Vi and Ii stand for LO voltage and current respectively. I’i , and 

Vi,2 are LO current and voltage at the input port of the ith linear network. Vi,1 

is the LO voltage in front of the ith junction. 
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LO current balance equation of the SDJ mixer circuit. The 

generalized schematic of SDJ mixer is plotted in Fig. 1, in 

which the two adjacent junctions are connected in series 

through a linear network (usually a section of transmission   

line) characterized by its ABCD matrix. The large-signal 

balance equation for the SIS mixers can be written in the 

following form: 

 

    0( , )i i LOf V I  , (1) 

 

where the two arrays, [αi] and [V0i], are LO voltages 

(normalized by ћp, p represents the LO angular frequency) 

and DC bias voltages of junctions respectively with subscript i 

denoting junctions’ sequence number in the array. ILO is the 

current of LO source. The DC bias voltage and the LO voltage 

on each junction are related by the following equations 

reflecting photon-assistant tunneling given by BCS theory: 
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where, IR,i(V0i)=Ikk,i(V0i)+iIdc,i(V0i) , Idc,i(V0i) is the unpumped 

DC IV characteristic of the i
th

 junction, Ikk,i(V0i) is Kramers-

Kronig transform of Idc,i(V0i) , Ii(i,V0i) is the LO current of the 

ith junction, and  Jn is nth order Bessel function of the first 

kind. For an SDJ mixer, the voltages are to be determined. The 

unknown voltages implicitly depend on LO and DC currents 

and are presented on the right sides of the Eq. (2) and (3). In 

consequence the nonlinear Eq. (1) contains 3N variables with 

N denoting the number of junctions. In comparison, in PDJ 

case, the number of unknown variables of Eq. (1) can be 

reduced to one, since Eq. (2) and (3) are explicit equations. To 

seek the root for the single unknown, Newton iterative method 

is effective and efficient. However, if the number of unknowns 

is large as in the SDJ case, root-seeking by Newton iterative 

method becomes virtually impossible, which is not only 

because of the massive calculation in processing the Jacobian 

matrix but also the difficulty in convergence [10]. For this 

practical difficulty we resort to an alternative, a fixed-point 

iterative process, to solve this problem instead.  

It is well known that the existence of convergence of a 

fixed-point iteration strongly depends on the way of 

construction of the iteration. Our strategy is that the iteration is 

designed to be an imitation of the physical convergence 

process of the real system under small perturbation. We 

believe the natural stability of the system ensures the 

convergence of the numerical iterative process. The 

generalized pattern of a fixed-point iteration is  

 

 1 ( )k k

i ig       
 (4) 

 

where the array [i
k
] denotes the kth iteration result of the 

normalized LO voltages of the SIS junctions in an SDJ mixer, 

and g(x) is iterative function. The iterative procedure of 

solving large-signal problem is summarized as follows and in 

a flow diagram shown in Fig. 2.  

1). As initial values, the LO admittances of the SIS    

junctions are assumed to be equal to their normal 

conductance 1/Rn. Then we are able to calculate the input 

admittance of the SDJ mixer based on linear network 

calculation, i.e. Yin
k
 with k=1 shown in Fig. 1. 

2). With knowing Yin
k
, we calculate the voltage Vin

k
 and the 

current Iin
k
 at the input port of the network from 
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3). We then calculate the LO voltage and current on each 

junction one after another from the first junction to the 

last one using ABCD matrix 
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where I’i=Ii+jpCiVi
k
 and Ci is the geometric capacitance 

of the ith junction. 

4). Once we know the LO voltage and DC bias current of a 

junction we can calculate its DC voltage V0i
k
 by solving 

Eq. (2). Although this is a nonlinear equation, it has only 

one unknown variable. Therefore it can be easily solved 

with standard numerical method.  

5). Then we get the updated LO admittance of each junction 
1 /k k k

i i iY I V   with calculated from Eq. (3).  

6). Finally we return to step 1) and keep the iteration 

continuing until a convergence is achieved. 

This algorithm generally can come to a convergence within 

several times iteration. After the bias voltage and LO voltage 

for each junction are solved, the small-signal analysis and 

noise analysis can be conducted to evaluate the mixer 

performances. 

III. SMALL SIGNAL AND NOISE ANALYSIS 

Small-signal and noise analysis are linear analysis based on 

matrix calculation. The conversion admittance matrix (Y 

matrix) and noise current correlation matrix (H matrix) for 

each embedded junction are readily calculated using Tucker’s 

quantum mixing theory [11] once the LO voltage and DC bias 

 

 
Fig. 2 Flow chart of the fixed-point iteration for the numeric solution of 

large-signal equations for an SDJ mixer. 
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voltage are determined from the large-signal analysis. The 

overall effective Y matrix and the H matrix for the whole 

array are derived using a set of array-reduction operations. 

Based on Norton’s theorem, each operation reduces the array 

by replacing the two elements at the far end of the array with a 

single effective load and a noise current source. The effective 

load does not affect the response to the input signal and the 

effective noise current source generates the same noise power 

on the IF load as the unreduced network does. The operation is 

repeated until the final effective Y matrix and H matrix are 

achieved.   

There are three kinds of operations in the process of the 

array reduction: (a) connection of two noisy one-ports in 

parallel, (b) connection of two noisy one-ports in series, and (c) 

combination of a noiseless two-port and a noisy load. The 

effective Y and H matrices of these operations are listed in 

Table I with the assumption that all noise sources are 

independent. We apply N-frequency matrices (N is the number 

of frequencies involved in the small signal analysis) in 

formulating the effective Y and H matrices following [7]. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS  

A. Verification of the fixed-point iteration 

In order to evaluate the feasibility of this fixed-point 

iterative method, we compare the two methods (Newton and 

this one) by means of simulating the PCTJ mixer designed for 

ALMA band 8 [12]. In this design, the critical current density 

is 10kA/cm
2
, and the junctions are measuring m in diameter. 

The normal-state resistance of each SIS junction based on Nb 

film is about 26  and the junction’s specific capacitance is 

estimated to be 90 fF/m
2
. The simulation results are shown in 

Fig. 3. The simulated gain and noise are identical with each 

other. It is found that the efficiency of convergence of this 

fixed-point iteration is comparable or even better than the 

Newton method with the almost same time per pass. This is 

evident in the inset of Fig. 3, in which an example of 

convergence chart is plotted.  

B. SDJ mixer simulation results  

The fixed-point iterative method investigated in this paper 

is aimed to solve the large-signal problem for an SDJ mixer. It 

allows us to simulate the mixer performances that previously 

difficult to do. Two most significant capabilities gained from 

this new method are simulation of the pumped IV curves and 

optimization the operation state including bias current and LO 

power. As a case study, we carried out simulations of a 220 

GHz band SDJ mixer of N=3 reported in [13] to demonstrate 

the significance of this simulation technology and investigate 

the uniqueness of SDJ mixer in optimizing the LO power and 

bias current. For this SDJ mixer, the target critical current 

density is ~ 7kA/cm
2
, and the junctions are nominally 1.7 m 

in diameter. This gives a normal state resistance of about 12  

per junction, with a specific junction capacitance of 85 fF/m
2
. 

As for superconducting microstrip circuit based on a 250 nm-

thick SiO2 thin film, the wiring layer is 600 nm thick and the 

base layer is 150 nm thick Nb. A quarter-wave transformer 

section is employed to further match to the source impedance 

(~ 40). 

The SIS junctions embedded in the SDJ are pumped 

TABLE I 

Y AND H MATRIX REDUCTION PROCESS 

 
(a) connection of two noisy one-ports in parallel, (b) connection of two noisy 

one-ports in series, and (c) combination of a noiseless two-port and a load. 

Note that it is assumed that all noise sources are independent. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Simulated IV characteristics and conversion gain of the 3-junction 

SDJ mixer with optimal LO pumping at 220 GHz. The conversion gain is 

calculated at an IF of 6 GHz. The bias ranging between A and B is the 

tuning range to optimize for the highest gain. 

Fig. 3 Comparison in accuracy and efficiency of two iterative methods 

(Newton and fixed-point) in simulating a 450 GHz band SIS mixer. The 

inset shows an example of convergence diagram for efficiency comparison. 
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unequally since they are distributed along the LO path. 

Because of the difference in photon step height but the same 

current in DC bias in each junction, their bias voltages result 

to be different. This makes tuning of the SDJ mixers more 

complicated than PDJ mixers. The complexity in operation 

SDJ can be observed from the overall pumped IV curve and 

the breakdowns for each element as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 

respectively. In Fig. 4 we plot the simulated pumped IV curve 

of the overall array together with its conversion gain. The 

pump power is optimized to achieve the highest gain. Two 

bias current values (A and B) presented in Fig. 4 mark the -

3dB-gain tuning range, which covers almost the full width of 

the photon step in voltage. In Fig. 5, the pumped IV curves of 

individual junctions are plotted. Because they are the same in 

size and close in location, J1 and J2 are pumped to the same 

level. In comparison, J3 is not pumped as high as J1 and J2. In 

addition to the difference in pumping level, the slopes of 

photon steps of these junctions are different. It is because that 

the source impedance as respect to a specific junction includes 

all other junctions being unequally pumped and biased in 

voltage. Therefore the source impedances are different from 

each other.  

 When the device is bias at point A, J1 and J2 are biased at 

the rear part of the photo step where they can still provide 

reasonable conversion efficiencies, but J3 is idling since it is 

biased at the gap voltage and the dynamic resistance is 

measured to be 0.5. In the other extreme, when the mixer is 

based at point B, J1 and J2 are biased at the rising edge of the 

photon step and J3 is biased away from but still close to the 

gap voltage where the dynamic resistance is about 50 . In 

this operation condition all of the junctions are marginally 

biased to be functional for mixing. In between of the two 

extremes, an optimal bias exists to give the highest conversion 

efficiency. At this optimal bias, J1 and J2 are properly biased 

for mixing while J3 provides RF grounding and does not 

contribute much to mixing. This is the operation mode 

adopted in [9] and [13]. 

It’s worth noting that in some cases we encountered failures 

in convergence if the dynamic resistance at the bias voltage is 

negative. In fact when the mixer is biased on negative slope 

Newton iteration is also difficult to reach convergence. Since 

at practical applications it may cause instability in the bias 

supply, negative dynamic resistance is intentionally excluded 

in the design phase. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have developed a fixed-point iterative method to solve 

the large-signal nonlinear equations of SIS mixers, which is 

especially useful for SDJ mixers simulation since Newton 

iterative method can be hardly applied due to too many un-

known variables. This method has been verified to be efficient 

in convergence in solving SDJ problem by revisiting a 3-

junction SDJ design. This method substantially enhances the 

simulation capability in design and analysis of SDJ mixers. 

 Compared to SLJ mixers, in which the junctions should act 

as a single lumped element, SDJ circuitry gains more freedom 

in design of high performance devices with broad IF band, RF 

band as well as dynamic range. We believe this work is 

beneficial to these developments and bring about new ideas in 

the mixer design to further expend the IF bandwidth of SIS 

mixers.  
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Fig. 5 Breakdown IV curves for individual junctions of the IV curve in Fig. 

4. The inset enlarges the tuning range I so that we can clearly see the bias 

voltage of each junction. The VA1,2 and VA3 represent the bias voltage of 

junction 1(2) and 3 respectively when the bias current is IA , and the VB1,2 

and VB3 are those when the current is IB。 
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